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Arabian Peninsula Highlights in a Hurry

Weaving between the sites of modern and ancient Arabia, this itinerary highlights the best Peninsula experiences feasible in the least amount of time. If focuses on three Gulf cities, then offers a relaxing contrast to the urban pace in the wilds of Oman.

Begin with two days in friendly Manama, with its pearl-trading souq and interesting museums. Visit Bahrain Fort to better understand how the whole Gulf region was intent on repelling attack from the sea.

Fly to Dubai, a city obsessed with the newest, biggest and best, for a two-day stop, including that totem of superlatives, Burj Khalifa. Spend a day in Abu Dhabi, the UAE’s cultured capital, visiting Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque – proof there’s more to the Emirates than shopping.

For a complete contrast, fly from Abu Dhabi to Muscat. See how 40 years of ‘renaissance’ has created a modern nation underpinned by respect for heritage – evident during a four-day tour of Nizwa and Bahla. Allow three further days to forget history by hiking at Jebel Shams, camel riding across Sharqiya Sands and watching turtles return to the beach of their birth at Ras Al Jinz before returning to Muscat.
Many people visit one of the Gulf capitals as a stopover en route to somewhere else. There are more than enough diversions and experiences on offer, however, to make it worthwhile to combine these city-states as destinations in their own right.

Spend four days in each of four main Gulf cities, flying between each. Begin in dry, traditional Kuwait City. Learn here the sensory vocabulary of Arabia – the haggling in Souq Marbarakia, wafts of shisha from outdoor coffeehouses and strolls along the Corniche. Add to the Arabian lexicon by tracing similarities between Peninsula cultures at Tareq Rajab Museum and leave time to explore the urban landscape of high-rise towers – the quintessential symbols of Gulf modernity.

Oil is responsible for Arabia’s rapid propulsion into the 21st century: see how in nearby Bahrain, home to the Oil Museum. Enjoy the glamour associated with black gold at the Formula One racing circuit. Pearls gave the Gulf its former livelihood: dive for a pearl off the Hawar Islands or buy a string at Gold City in Manama and see how the sea has retreated as land has been reclaimed.

Abu Dhabi, the cultural and political capital of United Arab Emirates, is another city reliant on reclaimed land – as becomes obvious on a walk along the beautiful Corniche. Punctuate your high-voltage city tour with an escape to Liwa Oasis, where life moves at the pace of a camel’s stride.

If you miss the dynamism of the urban experience, then the best has been kept until last. Spend four days in and around Dubai, discovering what makes it the region’s most internationally famous city. Cook with chefs, shop with sharks, view the city from the world’s tallest tower and dine underwater in the Gulf’s most can-do city.
They may share the same Peninsula (and a similar name), but arid urban Doha in the north and subtropical, rural Dhofar in the south are so different in character that they may as well belong to different continents.

In week one, fly into Doha, renowned for its commitment to hosting international sports, for a three-day visit to this energetic city with its spectacular modern skyline. Visit Souq Waqif and the magnificent Museum of Islamic Art for full cultural immersion and then leave human civilisation behind in a camping trip to timeless Khor Al Adaid in southern Qatar. Camp along the edge of the country’s famous inland sea before returning to the city for a very different type of sundowner at a luxurious city bar.

Since a blockade was imposed on Qatar by some other Gulf states, a new route has opened up between Doha and Sohar in Oman. In week two, be one of the first to try the route out and begin a tour of the land of 1000 towers and fortifications at newly renovated Sohar Fort. Continue the fort theme by travelling to Muscat via Rustaq and Nakhal, boasting their own enormous forts, and end week two by spending a few days in Oman’s hospitable capital.

Begin week three travelling to Dhofar, crossing the edge of the Empty Quarter on the flat and utterly featureless highway to Thumrait. The descent into Oman’s southern capital Salalah, after 10 hours of stony-plain monotony, is sublime, especially during the rainy season when the desert turns green. End week four among frankincense trees near Mughsail and see where the precious resin was traded at Al Baleed and the ancient harbour of Khor Rori.

In week four, take another little-known air route between Salalah and Dubai to re-emphasise the contrast between top and toe of the Peninsula. A visit to the historic neighbourhood of Al Fahidi and the souqs of Deira will demonstrate that the connections between Arabian countries are greater than the elements that distinguish them.
Kuwait is a fascinating country to explore, but as a conservative, flat, dry state, hemmed in by travel-restricted neighbours, it doesn’t offer many opportunities to let your hair down. For the complete antithesis of life in Kuwait City, take the following trip to Oman, UAE and Bahrain.

Fly to Muscat and enjoy the tolerant, cosmopolitan nature of the city. Spend a day at a beachside hotel and enjoy the novelty of a sea with waves, followed by sundowners and dancing in a nightclub. On day three be reminded of what mountains and orchards look like by hiking in clear fresh air, blissfully devoid of humidity, on Jebel Akhdar.

On day four, swap the desert wilderness for the urban wild side by flying to Dubai for extreme shopping, dining and partying. On day five, bring the temperature down a notch by flying to Manama for a fun but slightly less high-octane experience (unless of course the Grand Prix is in town), before buttoning up the collar for the journey back to Kuwait City.

Easy Escape from Dubai

If the intensity of Dubai begins to take its toll, a trip into the neighbouring emirates and Oman provides an enjoyable antidote. Oman’s Musandam Peninsula makes a good weekend break, but with an extra day or two, a mini-tour of northern Oman is possible.

From Dubai, head north to Sharjah, a hub of heritage and Islamic arts. On day two, wind through the northern emirates to the Shams–Tibat border and enter Oman’s fabled Musandam Peninsula. Enjoy the spectacular drive along the cliff-hugging road to Khasab and time your arrival for a dhow cruise in Musandam’s celebrated khors (creeks).

Spend day three in a 4WD, exploring Jebel Harim and Rawdah Bowl with its ‘House of Locks’. Return to Khasab and on day four take the ferry and bus to Muscat. Visit Mutrah Souq and Muscat’s old quarter and on day five meander west to historic Nizwa and ascend Jebel Shams, the Peninsula’s highest mountain. Return to UAE via the typical towns of Ibrī and Buraimi on the UAE border.

Easy Escape from Kuwait

Kuwait is a fascinating country to explore, but as a conservative, flat, dry state, hemmed in by travel-restricted neighbours, it doesn’t offer many opportunities to let your hair down. For the complete antithesis of life in Kuwait City, take the following trip to Oman, UAE and Bahrain.

Fly to Muscat and enjoy the tolerant, cosmopolitan nature of the city. Spend a day at a beachside hotel and enjoy the novelty of a sea with waves, followed by sundowners and dancing in a nightclub. On day three be reminded of what mountains and orchards look like by hiking in clear fresh air, blissfully devoid of humidity, on Jebel Akhdar.

On day four, swap the desert wilderness for the urban wild side by flying to Dubai for extreme shopping, dining and partying. On day five, bring the temperature down a notch by flying to Manama for a fun but slightly less high-octane experience (unless of course the Grand Prix is in town), before buttoning up the collar for the journey back to Kuwait City.
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E
Eastern Province (SA) 306-9
electricity 475-6
Eid Al Fitr 25
emergencies
language 496
taxi 491
Empty Quarter (SA) 308, 396
environment 463-8
Bahrain 89-90
environment (continued)
catastrophe 124
Kuwait 124-5
Oman 229-31
Qatar 267-8
Saudi Arabia 316-7
United Arab Emirates 410-11
environmental hazards 492
etiquette 19, 480
business 40-1
expatriates 38
food 459
events, see festivals & events
exchange rates 19
Bahrain 57
Kuwait 95
Oman 131
Qatar 238
Saudi Arabia 273
United Arab Emirate 326
expatriates 35-44, 435, 436
business 39-41
children & families 41-2
climate 37
etiquette 38
holidays 44
housing 42
internet resources 44
red tape 43
transport 43-4

F
Falak Island (K) 177-18
falconry 239, 376, 444
family travel, see children, travel with
Farasan Islands (SA) 312
fashion 438-9
festivals & events 24-6, see also individual locations
Abu Dhabi Grand Prix (UAE) 26, 377
Al Dhafer Festival (UAE) 394
Bahrain International Music Festival (B) 86
Dubai Food Festival (UAE) 336
Dubai Shopping Festival (UAE) 335
Emir’s GCC Camel Race (Q) 248
Emir’s Sword Race (Q) 248
FIFA World Cup 265
etiquette 38
Hail Festival (K) 107
Haute Route (O) 176
Jannahiyah National Festival (SA) 24, 277-8, 25
Liwa Date Festival (UAE) 395-6
Mother of the Nation Festival (UAE) 377
Muscat Festival (O) 24, 143
Muscat Marathon (O) 143-4
National Day (O) 143
Salalah Tourism Festival (O) 209
Sharjah Light Festival (UAE) 357
Souk Okaz Festival (SA) 288
FIFA World Cup 265
film 424, 443
fishing 48
Five Pillars of Islam 446-7
flamingos 343, 72
food 450-62, 103, 450, 456, 457
Asian 452
Bedouin 452-3
children 458
customs 453-4
dates 297, 306, 454, 297
desserts 461
etiquette 459
glossary 460-1
habits 453-4
language 495
Ramadan 454, 457
shopping 453
specialities 451-2
staples 451-2
vegan 457
vegetarian 457
where to eat & drink 454-6
Formula 1 Grand Prix (B) 85, 2
Formula 1 Racetrack (B) 83-4
forts 22-3
Al Hazm Fort (O) 197
Al Jahili Fort (UAE) 390
Al Jalali Fort (O) 137
Al Khandaq Fort (O) 191
Al Maqta Fort (UAE) 374
Al Mirani Fort (O) 138
Al Wali fort (O) 172
Al Zubarah Fort (Q) 263
Bahrain Fort & Museum (B) 81
Barka Fort (O) 199
Burka Fort (O) 206
Dhafeer Fort (UAE) 395
Dhaya Fort (UAE) 365
Fujairah Fort (UAE) 399
Khasab Fort (O) 201
Masmak Fortress (SA) 276
Mirbat Fort (O) 217
Mutrah Fort (O) 137
Nakhil Fort (O) 194
Nizwa Fort (O) 175-6
Qalat Ar (B) 78
Qalat Bu Mahir (B) 80
Qasr Al Hosn (UAE) 371
Red Fort (K) 119
Riffa Fort (B) 82-3
Rustaq Fort (O) 196
Sharjah Fort (UAE) 355
Sohar Fort (O) 192
frankincense 17, 210, 224, 428, 429, 17
Fujairah City (UAE) 399-402, 400

G
Galleries
Busaad Art Gallery (B) 77-8
Contemporary Art Platform (K) 105
Gallery Al Riwaq (Q) 245
Katara Art Center (Q) 246
Mathaf (Q) 241-2
Qatar Fine Arts Association (Q) 246
Sharjah Art Foundation - New Art Spaces (UAE) 355
Gama, Vasco da 431-2
gardens, see parks & gardens
gazelles 468, 468
geography 463-4
geology 463
Ghul Village (O) 172
Global Village (UAE) 336, 347, 346
Grand Prix (B) 86, 2
H
Haima (O) 221-2
Hajar Mountains (O) 12, 175-92, 178, 12
Hajj, the 31-4, 447
Halwa 179, 200, 453
hammams 48
harassment 473
Hasik (O) 217-18
Hatt (O) 183
Hatta (UAE) 352-4
Hawar Islands (B) 83
health 490-3
Arabian people 435-6
availability 490-1
cost 490-1
dangers & annoyances 472-3
hajj, the 34
insurance 490
heat 472
Hejaz (SA) 281-99
Hejaz Railway (SA) 298, 303-4
hepatitis A 491
hepatitis B 491
Hij (O) 166
hiking 46
Devil’s Gap (O) 174
Jebel Akhdar (O) 180
Jebel Shams (O) 187
Muscat (O) 141
Sir Bani Yas Island (UAE) 398
Tiwi (O) 158
Wadi Shab (O) 158
Wakan (O) 195
Hilf (O) 167
history 426-33
climate 426
European trade 431-2
Islam 429-30
modernisation 433
oil 433
pearling industry 432
trade 426-9
HIV 491
holidays 478-9
expatriates 44
horse racing 443-4
horse riding
Muscat (O) 142
Sir Bani Yas Island (UAE) 398
hot springs
Ain Al Kasfah (O) 197
Ain Al Thawarah (O) 194
Dhofar (O) 211
I
Ibra (O) 172-5, 191
Incense Route, the 427, 427
INDEX

K

Kaaba 33, 289, 290, 32, 290
kabsa 450
Kalba (UA) 405
Katara (Q) 245-6
kayaking
Abu Dhabi (UA) 375
Hatta (UA) 352
Muscat (O) 142
kebabs 456
Khasab (O) 201-4
Khor Al Adaid (Q) 257, 262-3, 257
Khor Fakkan (UA) 402
Khors (O) 204-5
King Abdulaziz Center for World Culture (SA) 20, 307
Kingdom Centre (SA) 277, 297, 297
Kumzar (O) 205
Kuwait 53, 94-129, 96-7 accessible travel 125 accommodation 125 books 122 children, travel with 49-50, 129 climate 94 costs 95, 125, 127 embassies 125 environment 124-5 etiquette 125 exchange rates 95 food 95, 125 health 125 highlights 96-7 history 120-3 internet access 126 internet resources 95 itineraries 95 legal issues 126 LGBT+ travellers 126 maps 126 money 126 opening hours 127 politics 120 population 123 public holidays 127 religion 123 safety 127, 470-1 telephone services 127 tourist information 127 travel to/from 128 travel within 128-9 visas 127-9 women travellers 127
Kuwait City (K) 98-117, 98, 108 accommodation 108-12 activities 107 courses 107 drinking & nightlife 115-16 entertainment 116 festivals 107-8 food 112-15 shopping 116-17 sights 99-107 travel to/from 117 travel within 117
Kuwait Towers (K) 103, 104, 103

L
language 18, 494-9
Lawrence of Arabia 430 Lawrence, TE 430-1 legal matters 476 LGBT+ travellers 476
Bahrain 91
Kuwait 126
Oman 233
Qatar 269
Saudi Arabia 318
United Arab Emirates 413
litter 466
Liwa Oasis (UA) 394-7, 47
Louvre Abu Dhabi (UA) 20, 371-2
sights 59-66 travel to/from 75 travel within 75-6 Masirah Islands (O) 166-8 Masjid Al Haram 289, 32 Mazara (O) 156-7 MBS 312 Mecca (SA) 288-93, 289 medical checklist 490 medical services 490-1 medication 490 Medina (SA) 293-5 meningitis 492 Messeiaed (Q) 262 mezze 460, 457
Mina Alzour (K) 118-19
Mirbat (O) 216-17
Misfat Al Abriyyin (O) 20, 185-6
Mleiha (UA) 359 mobile phones 18
Bahrain 92
Kuwait 127
Oman 150
Qatar 276
Saudi Arabia 319
United Arab Emirates 414
modesty 473 money 18, 19, 474, 477-8 moneychangers 477
Moreeb Dune (UA) 395 mosques
Al Badiyah Mosque (UA) 403
Al Fatih Mosque (B) 61, 72
Al Khams Mosque (B) 63
Al Masjid Al Haram (SA) 289
Al Mudaifaar Mosque (SA) 306
Al Noor Mosque (UA) 355-6, 4
Al Qala'a Mosque (O) 176
Al Rahma Mosque (SA) 283
At Tawba Mosque (SA) 302 etiquette 480 Golden Mosque (Q) 246
Grand Mosque (K) 101-4, 103
Grand Mosque (O) 140, 154, 2, 154, 449
Jami Al Hamoda Mosque (O) 168
mosques (continued)
  Jumeirah Mosque (UAE) 332
  Masjid Miqat (SA) 293-4
  Mohammed Bin Salim Mosque (UAE) 366
  Prophet’s Mosque (SA) 293, 7
  Sheikh Hussain Mosque (B) 63
  Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque (UAE) 11, 373-4, 10-11
  Sultan Qaboos Mosque (O) 208
  Yateem Mosque (B) 66
motorcycle travel 482, 486-8
mountains 465
movies 424, 443
Muharraq Island (B) 76-81, 77, 79
Musandam Peninsula (O) 201-6, 201
Muscat (O) 134-51, 134-5, 140, 145
accommodation 144-6
activities 141-2
drinking & nightlife 148-9
entertainment 149
cultural festivals 143-4
tours 149-50
shopping 149-50
sights 135-41
tours 142-3
tours 150
travel to/from 150
travel within 150-1
walking tours 144-5, 145
Muscat Festival 24, 143
Museum of Islamic Art (Q) 11
museums 21-2
  Abdullah Al Zayed House for Bahraini Press Heritage (B) 76
  Abu Dhabi Heritage Village (UAE) 370
  Ajman Museum (UAE) 361
  Al Ain Palace Museum (UAE) 390
  Al Ghasham Museum House (O) 193
  Al Hashemi Marine Museum (K) 105-6
  Al Oraibi Museum (B) 80
  Al Qurain Martyrs’ Museum (K) 104
  Al Tayibat City Museum for International Civilisation (SA) 281-3
  Al Ula Antiquities & Heritage Museum (SA) 277
  Bahrain Fort & Museum (B) 16, 81, 16
  Bahrain National Museum (B) 59-61
  Bait Al Baranda (O) 136-7
  Bait Al Safah (O) 184-5
  Bait Al Zubair (O) 137
  Beih Al Qurain (B) 61-2
  Bin Matar House (B) 78
  Dar Al Naft Oil Museum (B) 86
  Dubai Museum (UAE) 329
  Emirates National Auto Museum (UAE) 395
  Exhibition of the Two Holy Mosques (SA) 289
  Ghalya’s Museum of Modern Art (O) 136
  Hatta Heritage Village (UAE) 353
  Historical, Vintage & Classic Cars Museum (K) 105
  KOC Ahmad Al Jaber Oil & Gas Exhibition (K) 118
  KOC Oil Display Centre (K) 118
  Kuwait National Museum (K) 106-7
  Louvre Abu Dhabi (UAE) 20, 371-2
  Makkah Museum (SA) 289-92
  Maritime Museum (K) 105
  Museum of Islamic Art (Q) 11, 241, 11
  National Museum (O) 137
  National Museum (SA) 276
  National Museum of Qatar (Q) 243
  Ras Al Khaimah (UAE) 366
  Natural History Museum (O) 140
  Old Castle Museum (O) 170
  Qasr Museum (O) 196-7
  Scientific Center (K) 100-1
  Sharjah Art Museum (UAE) 354-5
  Sharjah Calligraphy Museum (UAE) 355
  Sharjah Museum of Islamic Civilization (UAE) 354
  Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim Al Thani Museum (Q) 20, 260
  Sultan’s Armed Forces Museum (O) 139
  Tareq Rajab Museum (K) 17, 99-100, 17
  Tareq Rajab Museum of Islamic Art (K) 104-5
  Taybeen Museum (SA) 307
  Umm Al Quwain Museum (UAE) 364
  Zayed Heritage Centre (UAE) 372
  music 440-1
  Mussanah (O) 198-9
  Mutla Ridge (K) 119-20
  Mutrah (O) 135-7, 138

N
  Najd (SA) 305-6
  Nakhal (O) 194-5
  national parks & protected areas 466-7, see also wadis
  Asir National Park (SA) 14, 311, 14
  Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve (UAE) 352
  Mangrove National Park (UAE) 373
  Oman 231
  Qurum Nature Reserve (O) 231
  Ras Al Khor Wildlife Sanctuary (UAE) 343
  Nizwa (O) 175-9
  Nizwa Souq 176, 22

O
  oil mining 433
  Oman 53, 130-236, 132-3, 3
  accessible travel 232
  accommodation 232-3
  arts 228-9
  children, travel with 50
  climate 130
  costs 131, 232, 233
  culture 226-8
  economy 224
  environment 229-31
  exchange rates 131
  food 131, 232
  geology 196
  highlights 132
  history 224-6
  internet resources 131
  itineraries 131
  legal matters 233
  LGBT+ travellers 233
  money 233
  opening hours 234
  politics 223, 226
  postal services 234
  public holidays 234
  religion 228
  safety 234, 471
  travel to/from 234-5
  travel within 235-6
  visas 234
  wildlife 230-1
  women travellers 234
  opening hours 19, 479
  Ramadan 479
  oral tradition 441
  oryx 230
  outdoor activities 21,
  24-6, 45-8, see also individual activities

P
  palaces
  Al Bustan Palace (O) 146
  Emirates Palace (UAE) 370
  Shubra Palace (SA) 287
  Sultan’s Palace (O) 137, 208
  Palm Jumeirah (UAE) 333-4
  parks & gardens
  Al Bidda Park (Q) 243
  Al Majaz Waterfront (UAE) 356-7
  Al Sahwa Park (O) 141
  Al Shaheed Park (K) 104
  Aspire Park (Q) 244
  Hotel Park (Q) 244
Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort 396, 47
Qatar 54, 237-71, 240
accessible travel 268
accommodation 268, 269
arts 267
blockade 20, 264, 483
children, travel with 50, 270
climate 237
costs 238, 269
culture 266-7
environment 267-8
etiquette 268
exchange rates 238
food 238, 269
health 269
highlights 240
history 265-6
internet access 269
internet resources 238
itineraries 238
legal matters 269
LGBT+ travellers 269
money 269-70
opening hours 270
politics 264, 425
population 266-7
public holidays 270
safety 270, 471
telephone services 270
travel to/from 271
travel within 271
visas 270
women travellers 271
Qatar blockade 20, 264, 483
Quran 447-8
Qurayat (O) 156
rabies 492
Ramadan 25, 44, 447, 457
food 454, 457
opening hours 479
Ras Al Hadd (O) 164-5
Ras Al Jinz Turtle Reserve (O) 15, 163-4, 15
Ras Al Khaimah (UAE) 365-70, 367
Red Sands (SA) 308
Red Sea (SA) 16, 297, 304, 16, 297
religion 425, 439, 449
Riffa (B) 82-3
Riyadh (SA) 276-81, 278
accommodation 278-81
activities 277
entertainment 280
festivals 277-8
food & drink 279
medical services 280
shopping 280
sights 276-7
tours 277
travel to/from 281
travel within 281
road accidents 472
Royal Opera House Muscat (O) 149, 25
Rub Al Khali, see Empty Quarter
rubbish 467-8
Rustaq (O) 196-8
Saar (B) 82
safety 470-3
hajj, the 34
Salalah (O) 206-13, 208
salat 446
Saudi Arabia 54, 272-322, 274-5
accessible travel 317
accommodation 317
addresses 276
children, travel with
climate 272
costs 273, 317, 319
customs regulations 317-8
economy 312
emergencies 318
environment 316-17
etiquette 318
exchange rates 273
food 273
health 318
highlights 274-5
history 313-15
internet access 318
internet resources 273
itineraries 273
legal matters 318
LGBT+ travellers 318
maps 318
money 319
non-Muslim travellers 321
opening hours 319
population 315-16
postal services 317
public holidays 319
religion 316
safety 471
telephone services 319
tourist information 319
travel to/from 321-2
travel within 322
visas 320
women in Saudi Arabia 313, 315-16
women travellers 320-1
seas 466
Seeb (O) 151-2
Seeq (O) 180
Selma Plateau (O) 169-70
Serra, Richard 245
shahada 446
Shana’a (O) 166
Sharja law 448
Sharjah (UAE) 13, 354-61, 356-7, 13
Sharqiya Sands (O) 17, 173, 17
Sheik Zayed Grand Mosque (UAE) 11, 373-4
10-11
Shiite muslims 445-6
shisha 462, 455
Shisr (O) 220
shopping 23, 453
language 496
Sir Bani Yas Island (UAE) 397-9
Sitra (B) 86
skydiving
Doha (Q) 247
Dubai (UAE) 335
smoking 474
snacks 452-3
snake bites 493
snorkelling 48
Socotra (Y) 422
Sohar (O) 192-4
solo travellers 479
souqs
Al Hofuf (SA) 306
Al Wakrah (O) 261
Baha (O) 189-90
Doha (Q) 239, 245, 260
Dubai (UAE) 328-9, 330, 348
Ibra (O) 174
Jeddah (SA) 286
Kuwait City (K) 99
Manama (B) 62, 75
Medina (SA) 295
Muharraq (B) 78
Muscat (O) 135-6, 137
Mutrah Souq (O) 14, 135-6, 14
Nizwa (O) 176, 22
Riyadh (SA) 277, 280
Rustaq (O) 198
Seeb (O) 151
Souq Mubarakiya (K) 103, 103
Souq Waqif (Q) 14, 257, 15, 257
Sur (O) 162
Tabuk (SA) 302
Taif (SA) 287
spas
Manama (B) 66
sports & leisure 443-4
stopovers 483
sunnis 445-6
sur (o) 159-62, 160
sweets 452-3

u
ubar (o) 220
umm ali 452, 461, 459
umm al quwain (uae) 364-5, 364
umrah 33
united arab emirates 18, 54, 324-5
accommodation 411-12
arts 410
children, travel with 51
climate 323
costs 326, 411, 413
economy 405-6
environment 410-11
exchange rates 326
food 326, 413
highlights 324-5
history 406-8
internet access 412
internet resources 326
itineraries 326
legal matters 412-13
lgbt+ travellers 413
money 413
opening hours 413
politics 406
population 408-10
postal services 413
public holidays 413-14
religion 408-9
safety 414, 471
telephone services 414
tours 333
to travel to/from 416-17
travel within 417-18
visas 414-15
women in uae 409
women travellers 415-16

v
vaccinations 491
vegan & vegetarian
travellers 457
visas 18, 480-1

w
wadi bani awf (o) 197
wadi bani habib (o) 180
wadi bani kharus (o) 196
wadi bani khalid (o) 171
wadi darbat (o) 213, 5
wadi ghul (o) 187
wadi khabah (o) 174
wadi mayh (o) 153
wadi shab (o) 157-8
wadi tiwi (o) 158
wahba crater (sa) 288
wahhabi islam 316
wakan (o) 195
walking tours
muharraq (b) 78-9, 79
muscat (o) 144-5, 145
water 467, 492
water parks
aqua fun (uae) 334
aqua park (k) 107
aquaventure waterpark (uae) 334
dreamland aqua park (uae) 364
hawana water park (o) 215
lost paradise of dilmun
water park (b) 84
murjan splash park (uae) 376
wadi adventure (uae) 392
wahoo! (b) 66
yas waterworld (uae) 376
water sports 48
weather 18, 24-6
weights & measures 474
what3words 276
wildlife 23
bahrain 89
kuwait 124
oman 230
saudi arabia 317
wildlife reserves, see also national parks &
protected areas

a
al areen wildlife park &
reserve (b) 84
al wusta wildlife reserve (o) 221-2
dubai desert
conservation reserve (uae) 352
ras al jinz turtle
reserve (o) 15, 163-4, 15
ras al khor wildlife
sanctuary (uae) 343
sir bani yas island (uae) 397
women 425
business 41
marriage 437-8
politics 425
women's health 493
women travellers 473, 481
bahrain 92
kuwait 127
oman 234
qatar 271
saudi arabia 320
united arab emirates
415
world cup 265

y
yanbu (sa) 295-9
yas hotel (uae) 381, 22
yellow fever 492
yemen 54, 419-22, 425
books 419
history 420-2
music 419
politics 420, 425
safety 421, 472
youth unemployment 425

z
zakat 447
zoos
al ain zoo (uae) 392
al hafajiyah mountain
conservation centre
(uae) 405
green planet (uae) 332
Map Legend

Sights
- Beach
- Bird Sanctuary
- Buddhist
- Castle/Palace
- Christian
- Confucian
- Hindu
- Islamic
- Jain
- Jewish
- Monument
- Museum/Gallery/Historic Building
- Ruin
- Shinto
- Sikh
- Taoist
- Winery/Vineyard
- Zoo/Wildlife Sanctuary
- Other Sight

Activities, Courses & Tours
- Bodysurfing
- Diving
- Canoeing/Kayaking
- Course/Tour
- Sento Hot Baths/Onsen
- Skiing
- Snorkelling
- Surfing
- Swimming/Pool
- Walking
- Windsurfing
- Other Activity

Sleeping
- Sleeping
- Camping
- Hut/Shelter

Eating
- Eating

Drinking & Nightlife
- Drinking & Nightlife
- Cafe

Entertainment
- Entertainment

Shopping
- Shopping

Information
- Bank
- Embassy/Consulate
- Hospital/Medical
- Internet
- Police
- Post Office
- Telephone
- Toilet
- Tourist Information
- Other Information

Geographic
- Beach
- Gate
- Hut/Shelter
- Lighthouse
- Lookout
- Mountain/Volcano
- Oasis
- Park
- Pass
- Picnic Area
- Waterfall

Population
- Capital (National)
- Capital (State/Province)
- City/Large Town
- Town/Village

Transport
- Airport
- Border crossing
- Bus
- Cable car/Funicular
- Cycling
- Ferry
- Metro/MTR/MRT station
- Monorail
- Parking
- Petrol station
- Skytrain/Subway station
- Taxi
- Train station/Railway
- Tram
- Underground station
- Other Transport

Routes
- Tollway
- Freeway
- Primary
- Secondary
- Tertiary
- Lane
- Unsealed road
- Road under construction
- Plaza/Mall
- Steps
- Tunnel
- Pedestrian overpass
- Walking Tour
- Walking Tour detour
- Path/Walking Trail

Boundaries
- International
- State/Province
- Disputed
- Regional/Suburb
- Marine Park
- Cliff
- Wall

Hydrography
- River, Creek
- Intermittent River
- Canal
- Water
- Dry/Salt/Intermittent Lake
- Reef

Areas
- Airport/Runway
- Beach/Desert
- Cemetery (Christian)
- Cemetery (Other)
- Glacier
- Mudflat
- Park/Forest
- Sight (Building)
- Swamp/Mangrove

Note: Not all symbols displayed above appear on the maps in this book
A beat-up old car, a few dollars in the pocket and a sense of adventure. In 1972 that’s all Tony and Maureen Wheeler needed for the trip of a lifetime – across Europe and Asia overland to Australia. It took several months, and at the end – broke but inspired – they sat at their kitchen table writing and stapling together their first travel guide, Across Asia on the Cheap. Within a week they’d sold 1500 copies. Lonely Planet was born.

Today, Lonely Planet has offices in Franklin, London, Melbourne, Oakland, Dublin, Beijing and Delhi, with more than 600 staff and writers. We share Tony’s belief that ‘a great guidebook should do three things: inform, educate and amuse’.
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Jade has been a journalist for more than a decade. She has lived in and reported on four different regions. Wherever she goes she finds action sports to try, the weirder the better, and it’s no coincidence many of her favourite places have some of the best waves in the world. Jade has edited travel magazines and sections for Time Out and Radio Times and has contributed to the Times, CNN and the Independent.

**Tharik Hussain**  
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia  
Born in Sylhet, Bangladesh and raised in London, Tharik is a freelance travel writer and occasional broadcaster/journalist who specialises in Islamic culture. He loves writing about forgotten Muslim heritage on his travels across the globe, often accompanied by his family. Tharik’s work has been published by the BBC, Lonely Planet, Aljazeera and Arab News amongst others. He has a Masters in Islamic Studies and has previously lived in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

**Josephine Quintero**  
Dubai  
Josephine launched her journalism degree at a wine and lifestyle magazine followed, ironically, with a move to ‘dry’ Kuwait where she worked as the Editor of the Kuwaiti Digest until the day Iraq invaded. After six weeks as a hostage, Josephine moved to the relaxed shores of Andalucía in southern Spain. She has worked as a ghostwriter for crooks and minor celebrities, while also writing for in-flight magazines and Lonely Planet. She primarily covers Spain and Italy; other titles include Mexico City, Australia, Portugal and Mediterranean Europe.
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